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QUESTION 1

What recommendations does the SQL Access Advisor provide for optimizing SQL queries? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. selection of SQL plan baselines 

B. partitioning of tables and indexes 

C. creation of index-organized tables 

D. creation of bitmap, function-based, and B-tree indexes 

E. optimization of materialized views for maximum query usage and fast refresh 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 2

View the Exhibit to examine the Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM) tasks. 



You executed the following commands: 

SQL> VAR tname VARCHAR2(60); 

SQL> BEGIN 

:tname := lmy_instance_analysis_mode_task,; 

DBMS_ADDM .INSERT_SEGMENT_DIRECTIVE(:tname ,lSg_directivel ,\\'SCOTT1); END; 

Which statement describes the consequence? 

A. The ADDM task is filtered to suppress the Segment Advisor suggestions for the SCOTT schema. 

B. The ADDM task is filtered to produce the Segment Advisor suggestions for the SCOTT schema only. 

C. The PL/SQL block produces an error because the my_instance_analysis_mode_task task has not been reset to its
initial state. 

D. All subsequent ADDM tasks including my_instance_analysis_mode_task are filtered to suppress the Segment
Advisor suggestions for the SCOTT schema. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true regarding the starting of the database instance using the following command? (Choose
two.) 

SQL>STARTUP UPGRADE 

A. It enables all system triggers. 

B. It allows only SYSDBA connections. 

C. It ensures that all job queues remain active during the upgrade process. 

D. It sets system initialization parameters to specific values that are required to enable database upgrade scripts to be
run. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

You decided to use Direct NFS configuration in a non-RAC Oracle installation and created the oranfstab file in /etc.
Which two statements are true regarding this oranfstab file? (Choose two.) 

A. Its entries are specific to a single database. 

B. It contains file systems that have been mounted by Direct NFS. 

C. It is globally available to all Oracle 11 g databases on the machine. 



D. It contains file systems that have been mounted by the kernel NFS system. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You perform the following activities during the database upgrade from Oracle Database 10g to Oracle Database 11 g: 

1.

 Capture plans for a SQL workload into a SQL Tuning Set (STS) before upgrade. 

2.

 Load these plans from the STS into the SQL plan baseline immediately after the upgrade. 

What is the reason for performing these activities? 

A. to minimize plan regression due to the use of a new optimizer version 

B. to completely avoid the use of new plans generated by a new optimizer version 

C. to prevent plan capturing when the SQL statement is executed after the database upgrade 

D. to keep the plan in the plan history so that it can be used when the older version of the optimizer is used 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which is the source used by Automatic SQL Tuning that runs as part of the AUTOTASK framework? 

A. SQL statements that are part of the AWR baseline only 

B. SQL statements based on the AWR top SQL identification 

C. SQL statements that are part of the available SQL Tuning Set (STS) only 

D. SQL statements that are available in the cursor cache and executed by a user other than SYS 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What two statements are true regarding the recommendations received from the SQL Access Advisor? (Choose two.) 

A. It can recommend partitioning only on tables that have at least 10,000 rows. 

B. It cannot generate recommendations that support multiple workload queries. 

C. It can recommend only B-tree indexes and not bitmap or function-based indexes. 



D. It can recommend partitioning on tables provided that the workloads have some predicates and joins on the columns
of the NUMBER or DATE type. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to configure fine-grained access control to external network resources from within your database. You create
an access control list (ACL) using the DBMS_NETWORK_ACL_ADMIN package. 

Which statement is true regarding the ACL created? 

A. It is a list of remote database links stored in the XML file that are available to the users of the database. 

B. It is a list of users and network privileges stored in the XML file according to which a group of users can connect to
one or more hosts. 

C. It is a list of users and network privileges stored in the data dictionary according to which a group of users can
connect to one or more hosts. 

D. It is the list of the host names or the IP addresses stored in the data dictionary that can connect to your database
through PL/SQL network utility packages such as UTL_TCP. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You are working on a CATDB database that contains an Oracle Database version 11.1 catalog schema owned by the
userRC011. The INST1 database contains an Oracle Database version 10.1 catalog schema owned by the user
RCAT10. 

You want the RMAN to import metadata for database IDs 1423241 and 1423242, registered in RCAT10, into the
recover catalog owned by RC011. 

You executed the following RMAN commands: 

RMAN> CONNECT CATALOG rco1 1/password@catdb 

RMAN> IMPORT CATALOG rcat1 0/oracle@inst1; 

What happens when you execute the above commands? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. They deregister all databases registered in the RCAT10 catalog. 

B. They import metadata for all registered databases in the RCAT10 database. 

C. They register all the RCATIO-catalog registered databases in the RC011 catalog. 

D. They overwrite all stored scripts in the RC011 catalog with the same name as that in the RCAT10 catalog. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 



QUESTION 10

View the Exhibit to examine the parameter values. 

You are planning to set the value for the MEMORY_TARGET parameter of your database instance. What value would
you assign? 

A. 90 MB 

B. 272 MB 

C. 362 MB 

D. 1440 MB 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

The OPTIMIZER_USE_PLAN_BASELINES parameter is set to TRUE. The optimizer generates a plan for a SQL
statement but does not find a matching plan in the SQL plan baseline. Which two operations are performed by the
optimizer in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. The optimizer adds the new plan to the plan history. 

B. The optimizer selects the new plan for the execution of the SQL statement. 

C. The optimizer adds the new plan to the SQL plan baseline as an accepted plan. 

D. The optimizer adds the new plan to the SQL plan baseline but not in the ENABLED state. 

E. The optimizer costs each of the accepted plans in the SQL plan baseline and picks the one with the lowest cost. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 12



You are managing Oracle Database 11 g with an ASM storage with high redundancy. The following command was
issued to drop the disks from the dga disk group after five hours: 

ALTER DISKGROUP dga OFFLINE DISKS IN FAILGROUP f2 DROP AFTER 5H; 

Which statement is true in this scenario? 

A. It starts the ASM fast mirror resync. 

B. It drops all disk paths from the dga disk group. 

C. All the disks in the dga disk group would be OFFLINE and the DISK_REPAIR_TIME disk attribute would be set to 5
hours. 

D. All the disks in the dga disk group in failure group f2 would be OFFLINE and the DISK_REPAIR_TIME disk attribute
would be set to 5 hours. 

Correct Answer: D 
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